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Abstract
The study discussed in this article was carried out as a pilot study to assess the
process, resources and data management scheme (Thabane et al., 2010) to be
used in a large-scale experiment on filmic audio description (AD) reading rate.
As part of this study we defined the reading rate in filmic AD context. We described the characteristic features of Polish filmic AD scripts and recordings and
examined the reading rate of Polish AD for three Polish fiction films: a comedy, a
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drama, and an action film. We calculated the average length of breath pauses and
the maximum, minimum and average reading rate measured in characters per
second (CPS) and words per minute (WPM) – two measures commonly used in
audiovisual translation. The main finding of this study is the validation of the research procedure for testing the AD reading rate. We also computed the average
reading rate for Polish filmic AD (179 WPM) and discovered that it changes depending on the film genre (167 WP for drama, 182 for comedy and 189 for action).
When it comes to breath pauses in Polish AD, we calculated their average length
at 190 ms – a value much lower than expected for breath pauses in Polish. The
results of our study are discussed in the context of research on the speech tempo.
Key words
Audio description, speech rate, delivery rate, reading speed, voicing.

1.

Introduction

The study discussed in this article was carried out within the “AudioMovie - Cinema for All” project (2015-2018), funded by the Polish National Centre for Research
and Development under the Social Innovations II programme. The project is
carried out by a consortium of six partners: Seventh Sense Foundation (leader),
Foundation for Audio Description Progress “Katarynka”, Jagiellonian University
in Kraków, Institute of Innovative Technologies EMAG, Kino Pod Baranami (cinema) and Centre of Technology Transfer EMAG.
The project is carried out in Poland and responds to the current challenges of
mainstreaming AD in Poland (Jankowska & Walczak, forthcoming). The project
has four main goals: (1) elaborating a code of good practice for the production of
legal AD; (2) developing a cloud-based system for storing and sharing alternative
audio tracks: AD and audio subtitles (AST); (3) developing a mobile application that
will enable the reproduction of alternative audio tracks in cinemas and television,
and (4) producing software for AD/AS editing and recording. The study we report
on in this article was carried out within the last of the above-mentioned objectives.
One of the features of AD editing software is an algorithm that calculates the
ideal duration of the description entered into the available time slot as well as the
minimum and maximum tolerated deviation from the ideal reading rate. In order to do that, the algorithm needs to be given reading rate values it can calculate
upon. Unfortunately, there is no reliable data regarding AD reading rate values. At
present there are no standards regarding this aspect of AD in Poland, apart from
the internal guidelines of some recording studios which require the audio describers to prepare the script with the reading rate set at 15 characters per second (CPS)
(Walczak, personal communication, March 1, 2017). A similar situation can be observed in other countries (see Subchapter 3 of this article for a detailed description).
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In order to obtain reliable data, we set up a study within the AudioMovie project to assess the current AD reading rate in Polish. Since to the best of our knowledge this is one of the first studies carried out on the AD reading rate, a pilot study
to assess the methods, resources and data management scheme (Thabane et al.,
2010) was needed. This paper presents and discusses the pilot study in question.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we introduce the notions of
speech tempo, speech rate and reading rate. In Section 3 we present the state of the
art in research and professional practice regarding the AD reading rate. In Section
4 we discuss the peculiarities of the materials used in the study as the way in which
AD is drafted and recorded influences research design. Sections 5-7 are devoted to
the corpora and methodology adopted in the study. The results are presented in
Section 8 and discussed in Section 9. The conclusions are presented in Section 10.

2.

Speech tempo, speech rate and reading rate

Speech tempo or simply tempo is “the pace at which a stretch of connected discourse is delivered by the speaker” (Jacewicz et al., 2009, p. 234). The measurement of tempo can be strongly affected by hesitations and pausing (Jacewicz
et al., 2010). For this reason, by general agreement, it is usual to distinguish between speech rate for speech tempo that includes pauses and articulation rate for
speech tempo that excludes them (Jacewicz et al., 2009; Trouvain, 2003). Depending on the scope of research, the more general umbrella term speech rate is often
given a more precise form, i.e. speaking rate for studies on discourse delivered
during spontaneous speech and reading rate for studies on discourse produced
while reading a structured text.
Pauses play a central role in speech rate measurements (Trouvain et al., 2016).
Research on speech rate shows that there are three types of pauses: unfilled
(UFPs), filled (FPs) and breath pauses (BPs) (Rodero, 2012; Igras-Cybulska et al.,
2016; Trouvain et al., 2016). The UFPs or silent pauses are defined as regions of
signal where no voice activity is recorded. The FPs also called fillers or pseudowords are defined as “sound produced during speech that represents a silent
period filled by a vocalization” (Rodero, 2012, p. 394), e.g. “yyy”, “eee”, “hmmm”.
The appearance of FPs does not affect the meaning of a sentence but perturbates
discourse fluency. The third type of pauses that we consider are BPs – pauses correlated with audible inhales or exhales.
In AD-related literature pronunciation speed (Díaz-Cintas, 2006), reading speed
(McGonigle, 2007), speed of description (Fels & Udo, 2009), description speed/presentation rate (Udo & Fels, 2010), narration speed (Cabeza-Cáceres, 2013; Vercauteren,
2016) or speech rate (Fryer, 2016) are used interchangeably to indicate the tempo
in which AD is delivered by a voice talent. However, it has to be noted that none
of the above-mentioned researchers provides a definition of the terms they used,
thus it is not clear what they encompas.
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In this article we will use the term reading rate. We believe that it is the most
suitable term given the unique nature of AD scripts and recordings (see 4.1 and 4.2
for a detailed explanation), the aim of our study and the scope of this article. Reading rate in this article is understood as the rate at which recorded AD is presented
in its final shape – after sound editing. It includes breath pauses but excludes pauses imposed by interpretation, important sounds or synchronisation with images.

3.

Audio description and reading rate

Filmic AD is a service for the blind and visually impaired that renders the visual
cues of an image. AD is composed of a verbal description (script) that is delivered
as an additional audio track (recording) between the dialogues. In recent years,
AD has received growing interest from researchers. However, most of the research concentrates on the textual aspect of AD, while the audio component has
been largely neglected and so far studied only by a limited number of researchers (Fryer, 2010, 2016; Remael, 2012; Szarkowska & Orero, 2014; van der Heijden,
2009, 2011) especially in the context of text-to-speech AD (Fernández-Torné &
Matamala, 2015; Fryer & Freeman, 2014; Linder & Martínez, 2011; Szarkowska & Jankowska, 2012; Walczak, 2011).
Researchers have also shown some interest in the AD reading rate (Díaz-Cintas, 2006; McGonigle, 2007; Fels & Udo, 2009; Udo et al., 2010; Cabeza-Cáceres,
2013; Fryer, 2016; Vercauteren, 2016). Most of them notice that reading rate is a factor to be considered in AD creation and/or reception process (Díaz-Cintas, 2006;
Fryer, 2016; McGonigle, 2007), however so far only three studies have taken it into
consideration: two in Canada (Fels & Udo, 2009; Udo et al., 2010) and one in Spain
(Cabeza-Cáceres, 2013). In Canada, reading rate was included alongside with other
questions about description quality (i.e. understanding, enjoyment of the event
and AD, language level, style, errors, technical quality, volume, etc.) in order to
assess the impact of emotional style of AD of a fashion show (Fels & Udo, 2009)
and a theatre play (Udo et al., 2010). Although the authors of both experiments do
not provide any information about the reading rate used, they conclude that the
speed of the description was accepted. In Spain, Cabeza-Cáceres (2013) tested how
different reading rates (slow: 14 CPS; medium: 17 CPS; fast: 20 CPS) influenced the
comprehension and enjoyment of film clips. Based on the results, Cabeza-Cáceres
concluded that although the reading rate does not influence enjoyment, the lowest reading rate (14 CPS) has a positive influence on comprehension.
The situation in professional practice resembles the state of the art in research. While all of them tackle the issue of creating AD, only some guidelines
provide general instructions regarding reading rate, e.g. “speak clearly at a rate
that can be understood” (Snyder, 2010), “description must not be hurried” (Independent Television Comission, 2000), “conform the rate of the description to the
pace of the program” (DCMP Description Key, n.d.), “voice must be adapted to
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the emotional content of the scene and the pace of action but must nevertheless
remain fairly neutral” (Gonant & Morisset, 2008), “tone, style and rhythm of the
event must be respected” (Federation suisse des aveugles et malvoyants, 2017).
On the whole, very little attention is given in the worldwide guidelines to vocal
delivery in general and the reading rate in particular.
When it comes to the recommended AD reading rate, only some guidelines
give specific instructions about the advised/required reading rate, which is set
at 160 WPM (Snyder, 2010; Netflix 2016 and SDI MEDIA, 2017) and seems to be
applied regardless of language or country. Recommendations on the AD reading
rate are also provided by some researchers. Ballester (2007), based on professional practice in Spain, recommends 180 WPM or 150 WPM depending on the scene
type and space available. McGonigle (2007), relying on research on reading rates
in blind children, advocates using 175 WPM in case of AD for children. So far
the only recommendations regarding the AD reading rate, based on research evidence, have been made by Cabeza-Cáceres (2013) who computed the average AD
reading rate in Catalan television (17 CPS), but based on his research he recommeds that reading rate in Catalan should be set at 14 CPS.
As shown above, two measures are used to describe the AD reading rate: CPS
and WPM. While both CPS and WPM are commonly used in subtitling, WPM is
also used in research on speech tempo alongside with syllables per second. The
usage of CPS and WPM in AD is most probably due to the fact that these parameters are available in AD editing software and in subtitling software that is commonly used to create AD.

4.

Characteristics of Polish audio description scripts and recordings

Before we move on to discussing the experiment and its results, it is necessary
to present the distinctive features of both AD scripts and recordings, since the
way in which they are prepared influences the analysis and its results. Below we
present a review based on the examination of twelve AD scripts and recordings1
gathered from Polish NGOs2 as well as Polish AD guidelines and manuals3.
1

The Hexer (dir. M. Brodzki, 2001, action), Day of the Wacko (dir. M. Koterski, 2002, comedy),
The Welts (dir. M. Piekorz, 2004, drama), Jasminum (dir. J.J. Kolski, 2006, comedy), Time to
die (dir. Dorota Kędzierzawska, 2007, drama), Courage (dir. G. Zglinski, 2011, action), Yuma
(dir. P. Mularuk, 2012, action), Ida (dir. P. Pawlikowski, 2013, drama), Planet Single (dir. Mitja
Okorn, 2011, comedy), Raiders of the Lost Ark (dir. S. Spielberg, 1981, action), Matrix (dir. The
Wachowski Brothers, 1999, action) and Star Trek (dir. J.J. Abrams, 2009, action).

2

Seventh Sense Foundation, Foundation for Audio Description Progress “Katarynka” and
Fundacja Kultury Bez Barier (Foundation for Culture Without Barriers).

3

Standardy tworzenia audiodeskrypcji do produkcji audiowizualnych [Standards for creating
audio description for audoivisual productions] (Szymańska & Strzymiński, 2010), Audiodeskrypcja – standardy tworzenia [Audio description – principles of creation] (Żórawska
et al., 2011), Tłumaczenia filmowe w praktyce [Film translation in practice] (Adamowicz-Grzyb,
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4.1.

Characteristics of Polish audio description scripts

Unlike subtitles, AD scripts in Poland may come in different formats that vary
from describer to describer and from client to client. They can be also prepared
using different software – currently AD scripts in Poland are created either in text
editors or in subtitling software (e.g. EZ Titles and Subtitle Workshop, to name
the most popular ones). Although there is not one standardized way of editing
the scripts, some common features – for filmic AD scripts that are to be recorded
in a studio – can be found. The way in which AD scripts are edited is directly influenced by the recording procedure. We explain it below in more detail.
It is very rare for Polish describers to read and record their own scripts. This
is usually explained by the long-standing voice-over tradition in Poland – highly
skilled and trained voice talents are widely available and the audience is used
to professional voice performance. It is even claimed that three professions regarding AD creation process in Poland should be distinguished: (1) describer – a
person who writes AD scripts; (2) lector – a person who voices AD scripts and
(3) audio describer – a person who writes and voices AD scripts (Szymańska &
Strzymiński, 2010). As a result, AD is mostly recorded in professional studios by
trained voice talents. The usual practice is that the voice talents see neither the
film nor the script before the recording. As the voice talents do not rehearse prior
to the recording, the describers are asked to edit the script in such a way that the
voice talents can read it as smoothly as possible, without unnecessary breaks and
retakes. The editing includes segmenting and time coding the script as well as
including reading tips regarding vocal delivery and pauses.

4.1.1.

Segmentation

Segmentation is used in many audiovisual texts. In subtitling, the text is divided
into subtitles. In dubbing, it is divided into takes or loops (Chaume Varela, 2012).
When it comes to text segmentation in AD, so far it has been described only by
Piety (2004) who, based on an analysis of four audio-described American films,
suggests the following units or structural components:
a) Insertions – continuous stretches of description that is uninterrupted by
other significant audio content, such as dialogues.
b) Utterances – short snapshots of language that describe some visible features, strung together to fill the space between the dialogue that can be as
long as an insertion or much shorter (Piety, 2004:11).

2013), Audiodeskrypcja w teorii i praktyce, czyli jak mówić o tym, czego nie można zobaczyć [Audio
description in theory and practice, or how to talk about something that cannot be seen]
(Trzeciakiewicz, 2014), Audiodeskrypcja [Audio description] (Chmiel & Mazur, 2014).
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However, it has to be stressed that Piety worked on transcripts he prepared himself based on audiovisual material. As Fryer (2016) aptly notices His proposal
misses divisions that ears cannot spot and become visible only when looking at
written AD scripts. Drawing from his proposal and the scrips analysed, we would
like to suggest the following categorization of AD segmentation:
a) Insertions - stretches of AD uninterrupted by dialogue. Insertions are
formed by smaller units called utterances. Insertions can be formed by one
or more utterances (see Example 1 and Example 2). In AD scripts, insertions
are usually distinguished by fragments of dialogue (in bold) entered into the
script. This serves as signposting to the voice talents who can refer to both
time codes (see 4.1.2) and the dialogues for calculating when to start reading.

Example 1 Insertion formed by one utterance.

Example 2 Insertion formed by two utterances.

b) Utterances - stretches of continuous AD that may be interrupted by short
pauses and sound effects. Every new utterance is introduced with a new
time code (see 4.1.2). Utterances may also contain additional information
regarding vocal delivery (see 4.1.3) and pauses (see 4.1.4).
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4.1.2.

Time coding

Time code (TC) is used in AD scripts to indicate when the voice talent is supposed
to start reading (Remael, Reviers, & Vercauteren, 2014). Every new utterance in
AD is assigned an in-TC. It is assumed that AD is written in such a way that, when
reading at a steady pace, the voice talent will synchronise with the image and
finish before a dialogue or other significant audio content appears. However, we
observed two uses of TCs that further facilitate the task of synchronic reading.
The first one consists in assigning out-TCs to utterances (see Example 3).

Example 3 Utterance with in-TC and out-TC.

The second use involves introducing an additional TC within longer utterances,
i.e. when an utterance is longer than 20 seconds, TCs are introduced within the
text ca. every 20 seconds (see Example 4).

Example 4 Utterance with additional TCs

Both of these practices are clearly borrowed from voice-over scripts and allow the
voice talents to estimate if they are reading at the required pace.
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4.1.3.

Vocal delivery

Tips for vocal delivery are inserted within utterances and include guidance on
reading rate, interpretation and pronunciation of foreign words. They are usually introduced according to the style guide used in voice-over scripts – as short
instructions in square brackets inserted within the text. In Table 1 we present
the most commonly used symbols, however it has to be noted that this is not a
definite list.
No.

Symbol

Example

1

[tempo]

[fast] Rose runs to the stern.

2

[interpretation]

[romantic] Kisses his daughter on the forehead.

3

[phonetic transcription]

Jack [dżak] walks into the cabin.

Table 1 Vocal delivery symbols used in AD in Poland

As far as tempo is concerned, the describers are advised to write AD in such a
way that it can be read at a steady pace. Whenever a given utterance needs to be
read faster or slower, they are required to introduce an appropriate instruction
within the script (see Table 1, Example 1). When it comes to voice modulation, on
the whole the voice talents are advised to read AD with a neutral tone that does
not distract the viewers (Szymańska & Strzymiński, 2010; Trzeciakiewicz, 2014;
Żórawska, Więckowski, Künstler, & Butkowska, 2011). However, it is also recognized that the voice should not be monotonous and intonation can create dramaturgy (Szymańska & Strzymiński, 2010). In case a more interpretative voicing is
required, the describers can signal it within the script, by providing the voice talent with interpreting suggestions (see Table 1, Example 2). When AD is provided
for foreign films, the describers usually provide orthographic transcriptions of
foreign words (see Table 1, Example 3), since voice talents often do not speak the
language of the production. Transcription is usually provided in square brackets
inserted after the foreign word.

4.1.4.

Signposting pauses

Marking pauses is one of the most important aspects of AD script editing. When
analysing AD scripts for this study, we have identified two types of pauses: (a)
between-insertion pauses and (b) inner-insertion pauses. We discuss them below in
more detail.

Reading rate in filmic audio description
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a) Between-insertion pauses
Pauses to be made between insertions. They are easily spotted since dialogue
comes between the insertions. When it comes to AD script, between-insertion
pauses are usually signposted to the voice talent by pieces of dialogue (in bold)
inserted into AD script (see Example 1 and 2 in 4.1.1). These pauses always render
in the audio file.
b) Inner-insertion pauses
Pauses that occur within insertions. They can belong to one of the two categories:
between-utterance pauses and inner-utterance pauses. Inner-insertion pauses do not
always render in the audio file because of the sound editing performed after the
recording (see 4.2 for more details).
Between-utterance pauses are pauses made by the voice talent between utterances.
They are usually signposted in two ways – either by inserting an extra blank line
between utterances (see Example 5 below) or by inserting a pause symbol at the
end of an insertion (see Example 6 below).

Example 5 Between-utterance pauses signposted by extra blank lines

Example 6 Between-utterance pauses signposted by the pause symbol „//’
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The symbols used to introduce pauses are the same as in voice-over. The duration
of the pauses is fixed only approximately. For symbols and their designated durations see Table 2 below.
Symbol Example

Explanation

^

A sunny day. ^ Marion and Indi walk down a narrow alley. Short pause – ca. one breath

/

Indi puts the bottle on the table. / He sits down.

Medium pause – ca. two breaths

//

Indi in the temple. He leans over a stone tablet. //

Long pause – ca. three breaths

Table 2 Symbols used to signpost pauses in AD

Inner-utterance pauses, i.e. pauses made by the voice talent within utterances, can
be signposted it two ways: by symbols and/or by the script layout. The symbols
borrowed from voice-over (see Table 2 above) are inserted into the body of the
utterance (see Example 7).

Example 7 Inner-utterance pauses signposted by pause symbols.

Quite often pauses to be made within a given utterance are signposted by placing a new line of text within the utterance, but without a new TC or symbol (see
Example 8).

Example 8 Inner-utterance pauses signposted by a new line of text.

Reading rate in filmic audio description
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Quite often pauses to be made within a given utterance are signposted by placing a new line of text within the utterance, but without a new TC or symbol (see
Example 8).
It is also very common to signpost pauses that need to be made within the utterance (but also between utterances) in order to expose an important sound.
In that case, the most common option is to introduce the sound into the script.
Once again, the practices borrowed from voiceover are followed (see Table 3).
No.

Symbol

Example

1

[paralinguistic sound]

They carry a figure of Christ [hens].

2

(paralinguistic sound)

A glass doors. Behind them the face of Aniela – a petite old
woman with straight grey hair. (knocking)

3

...PARALINGUISTIC SOUND

Novices leave the building DOORS.

Table 3 Symbols used to signpost important sounds in AD

4.2.

Characteristics of Polish audio description recordings

For our study we used a corpus based on real life materials: scripts and recordings
supplied by different Polish AD providers. Recordings of AD constitute a very
particular corpus. As opposed to corpora used usually in speech tempo research,
e.g. recorded spontaneous or read speech, AD recordings are highly edited. As
we have already explained, in Poland ADs are usually recorded in sound studios
that specialize in audiovisual translation and sound editing. This means that
they undergo the same processes as other audio tracks: once recorded, all ADs go
through a mastering process. The entire procedure has implications that need to
be considered in this study.
First of all, both during the recording and the mastering process AD script
can be spontaneously changed by the voice talent who may decide to omit or
rephrase certain passages of the script as well as add new utterances. Sometimes
changes are also made by the sound editor or producer who may cut out parts
of the recordings. Such changes are quite common and very often foreseen in
the describer’s contract. From the point of view of our study, this means that
scripts to be analysed had to be rigorously checked against the recordings (see
7.1 for more details) in order for us to be able to carry out the time alignment
procedure.
Another aspect of the script that is influenced during the recording and the
mastering process are the pauses. As we have already suggested above (see 4.1.4
b), not all inner-insertion pauses marked in AD script render in the audio file.
Their presence and length depend on the performance of the voice talent and
the sound editor. While writing, the describer aims to achieve the “ideal reading
rate” – which would allow the voice talent to read at a steady pace and synchro-
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nise with the image. It is very difficult for the voice talent to reach this ideal. If the
voice talent reads slightly slower, he/she may omit some inner-insertion pauses
in order to be able to fit in the allocated space. Pauses are also omitted when the
script is too dense and the voice talent needs to speed up to fit in. On the other
hand, if the voice talent reads slightly faster, he/she might need to lengthen or
even add pauses to follow the image. On the top of that, some pauses might be
added due to breathing. Then, in the mastering process, pauses made during the
recording can be further manipulated since the sound editor can adjust the audio
position, i.e. move a block of recording along the sound timeline, shortening or
lengthening the pauses between them. This is often done to better synchronise
with the image or to expose important sound effects. The implications for our
study are that in fact it is impossible to measure the AD reading rate unless we
work with the original non-mastered recordings or define filmic AD reading rate
as rate at which recorded AD is presented. We opt for the second option.
Last, but not least are the BPs. The main aim of our study was to calculate the
AD reading rate understood as the rate at which recorded AD is presented. This
definition of the AD reading rate includes BPs but excludes pauses imposed by
interpretation, important sounds or synchronization with images. In recordings used in speech tempo studies breath pauses can be easily distinguished in
the recordings, since they are audible in the audio track and often visible in the
audio histogram. The situation with AD recordings is different. During the mastering process any possible noise is cleared. This means that breaths are cut out
and all BPs render in the audio file as silent pauses. It is also impossible to spot
them on the audio histogram. Given all that, for the purpose of our study, we
had to design a procedure in order to estimate the duration of BPs (see 7.3 for
more details).

5.

The present study

The aim of the study presented below is to set up and assess the research procedure for calculating the Polish filmic AD reading rate. Below we discuss the corpora used in the study and methods applied in order to calculate the reading rate:
time-alignment procedure, and calculation of word and pause duration. This is
followed by results and their discussion.

6.

Materials

In this study we used a corpus consisting of three ADs (scripts and recordings)
prepared for Polish fiction films: Ida (dir. P. Pawlikowski, 2013, drama), Yuma (dir.
P. Mularuk, 2012, action) and Day of the Wacko (dir. M. Koterski, 2002, comedy).
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The materials were provided by Polish NGOs4 and were prepared prior to and independently from this study. All ADs were drafted and voiced in Polish and were
written by professional describers. They were voiced and recorded by professional
voice talents in recording studios. Since we used real life materials, every description was drafted by a different describer and voiced by a different voice talent: Ida
and Day of the Wacko by male voice talents and Yuma by a female voice talent.

7.

Methods

In order to compute the reading rate, we needed to calculate the duration of
words and pauses as well as to distinguish between breath and non-breath pauses as the latter are not included in the reading rate. Below we present the methodological procedures.

7.1.

Time-segmentation procedure

In order to measure the reading rate, it is necessary to compute the duration of
each word and each pause. The data can be obtained through a type of annotation
also known as time-segmentation. It can be performed either manually or through
automatic time alignment. In our study, time alignment was conducted automatically using SARMATA 2.0 Automatic Speech Recognition system (Ziółko et al., 2015).
In order to carry out the procedure, the following steps were performed. First,
the original AD scripts (see Example 8) were manually cleared of time codes,
punctuation marks, capital letters and indications for the voice talents such as
pause signposting or vocalisation tips. Numbers were transcribed as numerals.
Foreign and phonetically ambiguous words were transcribed orthographically.

Example 8 AD script before cleaning.

4

Seventh Sense Foundation, Foundation for Audio Description Progress “Katarynka” and
Fundacja Kultury Bez Barier (Foundation for Culture Without Barriers).
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Then, the scripts were checked against the audio files as we discovered that discrepancies between the scripts and the audio files resulting from changes made
during the recording or mastering were a common issue. After that, the audio
files were cut into clips of approximately 20 minutes of length. This was necessary as SARMATA 2.0 was unable to process longer clips.
The AD scripts were cut accordingly and saved as text files (see Example 9).

Example 9 AD script prepared for procedure.

Finally, the AD scripts were fed into SARMATA 2.0 as the only possible output
regarding speech content. Then, the system added time alignments to the scripts
by matching the recognition hypothesis from the audio to the scripts.

7.2.

Calculation of word duration and pauses

The time alignment procedure produced a segmentation of the audio into individual word segments with assigned time where each word begins and ends.
This segmentation was generated in CSV files. The data from the CSV files of each
film was imported into dedicated Excel sheets.
Given the information on each word’s in and out time, we computed the duration of the words and pauses between them. Following that, the words were
grouped into insertions. Then, the data was manually annotated in order to correlate the pauses detected in the audio files with commas, full stops and pause
signposting in the AD scripts (pause symbols and/or new lines of text). On the
one hand, not all pauses marked in the scripts were rendered in the audio files.
On the other hand, not all pauses detected in the audio files could be correlated
with punctuation marks or signposting. Those pauses were assigned to a category we called other pauses.

Reading rate in filmic audio description
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7.3.

Calculating inner-insertion breath pauses

The main aim of our study was to calculate the AD reading rate understood as the
rate at which recorded AD is presented. This definition of the AD reading rate
includes BPs but excludes UFPs imposed by interpretation, important sounds or
synchronization with images. This is why – after calculating pause duration and
correlating them with commas, full stops and pause signposting - we proceeded
to distil breath pauses from all the other pauses in the corpus.
In speech tempo studies, it is relatively easy to annotate BPs in a recording since
they are usually accompanied by an audible sound of inhalation. Unfortunately,
in AD recordings – due to the peculiarity of these recordings (see 4.2 for details)
– all types of pauses render as silent. The unique nature of AD recordings guided
the development of a new analytic procedure that would enable us to calculate
the duration of BPs. The duration of all segmental phenomena in speech, including phonemes or pauses, should be modelled with a gamma-shaped or lognormal
rather than normal distribution (Rosen, 2005; Wang et al., 1994). Therefore, the
corresponding expected values should be used as proper measures to describe the
phenomena instead of mean and standard deviation. In order to investigate the
distribution of punctuation-related pauses duration, histograms were constructed
for each film separately (Figure 1). For selected parts of the histograms, the specific
lognormal shape can be observed (marked with the red line). Breath pauses probably occurred in these regions. Pauses much longer than the average breath could
probably mark moments when a breath was accompanied by another activity, for
example pauses made deliberately to consult the image or to synchronize with it.

Figure 1 Distribution of full stop related pauses and their regions demonstrating a lognormal distribution.
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After visual inspection of the histograms of pauses, we adopted a threshold value
for each of the analysed films (see Table 3 below). The pauses longer than the values given in Table 3 below were considered non-breath pauses and the remaining ones were excluded from the analysis.
Ida (drama)

Day of the Wacko (comedy)

Yuma (action)

>0,25

>0,20

>0,14

Table 4 Length of breath pauses

7.4.

Calculating reading rate

Once the word duration was calculated, we proceeded to calculating the reading
rate in each insertion. The reading rate was calculated based on the duration of
words and breath pauses. We based the calculation on CPS and WPM – the measures used frequently in AVT and also in AD research and practice. Since there is
no reliable data on the average word length in Polish, we calculated the average
word length in our corpus, based on the number of words and characters without
spaces. The average word length was estimated at 5 characters per word.

8.

Results

The overall results for the three films were analysed. The data corresponding to
the maximum, minimum and average reading rate is presented in Table 5 below.
Film

Average reading rate

Maximum reading rate

Minimum reading rate

WPM

CPS

WPM

CPS

WPM

CPS

Ida

167

13.95

221

18

55

5

Day of the Wacko

182

15.17

221

18

97

8

Yuma

189

15.75

264

22

44

4

Table 5 AD reading rate

The average AD reading rate was calculated at 13.95 CPS for Ida (drama), 15.7 CPS
for Day of the Wacko (comedy) and 15.75 CPS for Yuma (action). The maximum
reading rate observed within insertions varied from 18 CPS in Ida and Day of the
Wacko to 22 CPS in Yuma. The minimum reading rate within insertions was computed at 5 CPS for Ida, 8 CPS for Day of the Wacko and 4 CPS for Yuma.
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When it comes to pauses, the results of the present experiment show that the
expected value of a BP in our corpus is ~ 190 ms. Another finding is that the BPs
constitute almost 60% of all inner-insertion pauses. The rest are silent pauses.
Silent pauses could be correlated either with breaths and/or – given the way AD
is recorded – pauses made deliberately by the voice talents to consult the image
and synchronize with it. Another possibility is that silent pauses are introduced
during the audio-editing stage. This can occur when AD does not fill the entire
space available between the dialogues. In such cases it is a common practice to
cut the recording into smaller chunks and redistribute them along the timeline
for better synchronisation with the image and/or the soundtrack.
Finally, while investigating the correlation between the types of pauses and
punctuation marks in AD scripts, we found out that 93.5% of breaths occur in the
place of punctuation marks (91.5% for full stops and 2% for commas). Among all
pauses correlated with full stops almost 60% are breath pauses. The rest are silent
pauses. In the places where commas come up, breath pauses can be observed in
75% of cases. And in the places where signposting is used - in 72% of cases.

9.

Discussion

The results of our study show that the average reading rate in our corpus exceeds
the 150-160 WPM – the value currently advised for the AD reading rate – by 1126%. However, the reading rate is highly dependent on the speaker and the language and what is valid for Polish might not apply to other languages. Another
thing to consider is how this higher than the advised reading rate influences
understanding and enjoyment, since Cabeza-Cáceres found out that although
the reading rate does not influence enjoyment, it can influence comprehension
(Cabeza-Cáceres, 2013).
The results of our research also show that the average AD reading rate changes depending on the film genre. This, however, requires further investigation
and a larger corpus.
The expected value of breath pauses in our corpus (~190 ms) was significantly
shorter than that in spontaneous and read speech. The previous research in this
area showed that the expected value of breath pauses in spontaneous and read
speech was ~400 ms (Igras & Ziółko, 2013). We hypothesize that the low value
of these pauses could be attributed to changes performed by the sound engineer
(e.g. cutting the audio track and moving selected segments to better match the
action on the screen).
When it comes to the correlation between pauses and punctuation marks,
our results also differed from spontaneous and read speech. In the previous research it was found out that although 90% of breaths occur in the places where
punctuation marks come up, 50% can be attributed to full stops and 40% to commas. Among all full stops, almost 60% are correlated with breath pauses and the
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rest of them with silent pauses. For commas, breath pauses can be observed only
in 30% of cases (Igras-Cybulska et al., 2016). This shows that the characteristics
of Polish recorded filmic AD are different than those of read and spontaneous
speech. Once again, the peculiarities of recorded AD can be due to the process in
which they are created and require further studies.
For the purpose of this study we have used WPM and CPS – the measures most
commonly used when referring to the AD reading rate. Both measures seem to
be adequate to calculate the reading rate of the existing recordings, but they are
not reliable measures when it comes to the estimated time needed to read a given
text. From the technological point of view, in order to estimate the time needed,
the following steps should be taken: 1) translating the orthographic notation
into phonetic transcriptions, 2) matching the estimated time duration of each
phoneme on the basis of statistical values for the given language, 3) calculating
the duration of the utterance, taking into account both segmental and suprasegmental impact, e.g. preboundary lengthening (Igras & Ziółko, 2014), on the properties of the phones. For the needs of comparative analysis, both CPS and PPS
(phonemes per second) could be accepted as equally informative measures, since
the inventory structure of Polish phonemes is rather constant and independent from spoken or written language (cf. the frequency of phoneme appearance
rankings based on the results obtained by Jassem, Łobacz, Rocławski, and Steffen
(Sambor, 2004). Another measure of the AD reading rate could be the number of
syllables per second. However, this approach would require a language-specific
algorithm to automatically divide awritten text into acoustic syllables.
An important limitation of this study is the fact that it was carried out on real
life material – i.e. mastered ADs where all pauses were silent. This means that
all of the results presented and discussed above are an estimation based on histograms created for the duration of punctuation-related pauses rather than on
observation.
Another limitation of this study is the fact that its findings – in terms of reading rate and pause duration – can only be applied to Polish, since every language
has different characteristics. Itis also important to draw attention to the fact that,
although AD speech rate is largely conditioned by the script as well as the film,
the speech rate of each voice talent varies as it is part of an individual style. Additionally, the final shape of the recording is coined during the mastering process.
As a consequence, a larger sample or a sample chosen from different voice talents
or languages may bring about variations in the findings.

Conclusions
The present study has hopefully contributed to gaining some basic knowledge
about the AD reading rate and the methodological issues in this area of research.
The main findings of this study include validating research design for testing
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AD reading rate and calculating the value of the average reading rate and breath
pause for Polish AD. However, since it was a pilot study, all findings should be
confirmed on a larger corpus.
Little previous research has been conducted on reading rate in AD, so we hope
that this study inspires future research avenues in this area of AD research. Future studies could look into testing a more reliable measure of calculating the
AD reading rate than CPS or WPM such as syllables per second or phonemes per
second. It would also be interesting to verify whether AD perception, presence
and engagement could be affected by the reading rate and how this related to AD
quality. Establishing an AD audio profile (i.e. reading rate, pauses and the relationship between them) in comparison with other types of recorded speech is yet
another area of research to be pursued in the future.
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